The canonical quantization of YM on a circle is developed in two di erent formulations. In the rst case the basic coordinates are the gauge potentials and we give a complete construction, but nd no observables. In the second case the basic coordinates are the holonomy operators (Wilson loop operators) and here we also give a construction. A key ingredient is a proof that the irreducible characters of the holonomy operators are eigenvectors for the Hamiltonian.
Introduction
Let G be a compact connected semi-simple Lie group with Lie algebra G. In this paper we discuss the canonical quantization of the G-valued Yang-Mills eld theory on a circle. One begins with a certain classical Hamiltonian system for the gauge elds augmented by a family of constraints. In carrying out the quantization one has a choice of rst imposing the constraint and then quantizing, or else of rst quantizing and then imposing the constraint. The two approaches are not expected to be equivalent in general. In the rst approach the present problem has been discussed by Rajeev 17] who shows that it all reduces to a system with a nite number of degrees of freedom. In this paper we consider the second approach and do obtain exactly the same structure At rst we need not restrict the discussion to one dimension. 
We next give the problem a Hamiltonian formulation. Let k = k (M; G) be the smooth G-valued k-forms on M. The phase space is 1 1 with a symplectic form de ned as follows. There is a canonical positive de nite inner product ( ; ) on the Lie algebra which is the negative of the Killing form. For any pair A; in 1 
and an associated norm kAk. There are similar inner products for the other k . The symplectic form on the phase space is the (A; ; A 0 ; 0 ) = (A; 0 ) ? (A 0 ; ) (4) so A and are conjugate variables.
The Hamiltonian for the system is H = k k 2 =2 + kFk 2 =4
The dynamics generated by this Hamiltonian are dA k =dt = k and d k =dt = @ j F jk + A j ; F jk ] just as in equation (2) above. Equation (1) is not dynamical but is a constraint equation preserved by the time evolution. If J = @ i i + A i ; i ] 2 0 the constraint is that (J; h) = 0 for all h 2 0 . One can also write (J; h) = ?( ; dh) + (A; ; h]) (6) where dh is the exterior derivative.
Here is the formal quantization procedure. Consider the functions (A; u) and ( ; v) for u; v 2 1 . We ask for corresponding families of operators denoted A(u) and (v) on some complex Hilbert space which commute with themselves and statisfy the canonical commutation relations:
A(u); (v)] = i(u; v) (7) Then (J; h) is also an operator denoted J(h), as is the Hamiltonian H. The constraint is imposed as a condition on state vectors: the physical states are those satisfying J(h) = 0. Observables are self-adjoint operators that commute with J(h) and they act on the space of physical states. The Hamiltonian H should be a positive self-adjoint operator satis ying H; J(h)] = 0. The Hamiltonian generates time evolution through the unitary group exp(?iHt). Our goal is to see how much of this can actually be realized.
Let us ignore the di cult question of time evolution for the moment, and see what structure we have. One computes formally J(h); A(u)] = iA( h; u]) + i(u; dh) (8) 
(10) These equations say that we have a representation of a certain in nite dimensional Lie algebra. The rst two say that the ?iJ(h) generates gauge tranformations and the last says ?iJ(h) is a representation of the gauge algebra.
(Because one has to Wick order to de ne the J(h) there is the possibility that there will be extra terms on the right side of (10). This turns out not to be the case. The extra terms, if present, would be called anomalies or central extensions, and for d = 1 we would be talking about Kac-Moody algebras.)
It will be more useful to consider unitary representations of the Lie group obtained by exponentiating the Lie algebra. This avoids problems with specifying domains of unbounded operators. The representation is a collection of unitary operators W(u; v) de ned for u; v 2 1 and U(g) de ned for g in the gauge group, the smooth functions from M to G. These (14) ?iJ(h) = d=dtU(e th )j t=0 (15) The physical states are those which are invariant under all the U(g) and the observables are operators which commute with all the U(g) Next we show that examples of (11), (12), (13) 
The representation is de ned by
(U(g) )( ) = exp(i( ; g ?1 dg)) (g ?1 g) (19) In checking that this is a representation one needs to use the fact that (g) = g ?1 dg is a cocycle, that is (gg 0 ) = (g) + g (g 0 )g ?1 .
This representation of the gauge group has been studied by many authors and is known to be irreducible in dimension d 3 The operators U(g) are not necessarily in F, but they can still be accomodated as automorphisms g of the algebra. In any representation of (11), (12), (13) 
After reconstruction in such a state the gauge automorphisms will be unitarily implementable by operators U ! (g) satisfying U ! (g) ! = ! .
Observables are now elements of the algebra left invariant by g . These form a subalgebra of F and one can take the attitude that one only needs a state on the observables. However in this case one has to do something further to show that the constraint is satis ed by the state. One would like to treat time evolution in a similar way by asking for a one paramenter group of automorphisms t so that in some sense t (F ) = e iHt Fe ?iHt . There is not much hope that this is true in general: the quantum Hamiltonian is just too singular. However in the case d = 1 it does work out this way as we now show.
YM on a circle: elds
Now suppose that the spacetime is R S 1 where S 1 is the interval 0; L] with the endpoints identi ed. In this case we can carry out the program.
The main simpli cation is that on S the one forms are just functions and there are no two forms. Thus the classical Hamiltionian is just H = k k 2 =2
and the dynamical equations are dA=dt = and d =dt = 0. These have solutions (A t ; t ) = T(t)(A; ) = (A + t ; ). Since the equations are linear this is also the solution for the quantum problem. Taking into account that W(u; v) is formally exp(i (A; ; u; v)) and that T(t) is sympectic (i.e. leaves invariant), a time evolution automorphism t should satisfy
We de ne the automorphism by this equation: since T(t) is symplectic, W(T(?t)(u; v)) is a new representation of (11) generating F, and hence there is a a unique automorphism t of F satisfying (24). Furthermore since T(t) is a one parameter group of operators we get a one parameter group of automorphisms t . Note that the t commute with the gauge automorphisms g . We seek a state invariant under both. We could go directly to the answer, but at the same time we want to develop a more regular approximation to these dynamics. Instead of adding a gauge xing term as is usual for gauge theories, we add a mass term to the Hamiltonian. Thus is just a number operator that counts each particle m = 1=2s.) (2) The fact that ! s (W (u; v)) has a limit equal to (29) is immediate. The limit exists on general F by making a uniform approximation by linear combinations of the W(u; v)'s. The property of being a positive linear functional carries over to the limit.
The invariance of the state ! under time translation and gauge transformations is easy to check on W(u; v) using (29) and follows generally. Proof. By lemma 2 the result holds for f 2 D. By lemma 2 we can nd for any f 2 D(L) a sequence f n 2 D so f n ! f and Lf n ! Lf. If we de ne de ne F n (A) = f n ((A; 1 ); :::; (A; k )) it follows that (H s F n )(A) = (Lf n )((A; 1 ); :::; (A; k )). The convergence of f n and Lf n implies that F n ! F and H s F n ! (Lf)((A; 1 ); :::; (A; k )). Since H s is closed F 2 D(H s ) and H s F is as claimed.
3 YM on a circle: observables
The defect with the theory so far is that we have no observables. The natural candidate for an observable would be the Wilson loop operator or holonomy operator for parallel transport around the circle. 1 We cannot construct this operator in the C algebra F. The second choice would be identify the operator in the vonNeumann algebra ! (F) 00 generated by F in the physical representation. This also seems di cult. Instead we abandon the elds and let the holonomy operators themselves play the fundamental role; in some sense they are new coordinates for the problem. Having made this decision one might proceed by attempting to construct a C algebra based on the holonomy operators, see 5]. However we take a somewhat di erent route.
The strategy is as follows. We know that the physical theory can be approximated by the more regular theory on L 2 20] . Since the loops live in two dimensions these theories are somewhat richer. They do have some of the same avor as our canonical/operator/real time treatment, and it would be interesting to understand the connection better.
Let us assume that the group G is a closed subgroup of U(n) so that the Lie algebra G is a subalgebra of the skew-adjoint n n matrices. 
is gauge invariant. If is also real then we have an observable, that is a bounded self-adjoint operator on L 2 (Ĝ; d s ) commuting with the gauge transformation U(g) de ned in (21). We study the expectation values of these objects in the vacuum s = 1. The proof is given in the next section. Assuming this result we can now prove our second main result. Remark. The fact that the holonomy operator is an eigenvector of the Hamiltonian was anticipated by Witten 19] .
Proof. The proof of (1) is by induction on n. Since H s s = 0 there is no time dependence for n = 1 and the result follows from Proposition 3. 
for some constants C( 1 ; 2 ; ). Then the second term can be reduced to a correlation function with n ? 1 elds, and hence converges by the inductive hypothesis. The proof of (2) . Let e be an orthonormal basis for G. Any X 2 G is written X = P x e and X 0 = P x e 0 . We have jXj 2 = jxj 2 = P jx j 2 and the matrix X 0 has an operator norm satisfying jX 0 j O(1)jxj. The Casimir operator in this representation is ? P e 0 e 0 and must be a multiple of the identity c 0 I. Then 0 (U) = TrU 0 satis es the same bound in L 2 (Ĝ; d s ) which is our result.
Discussion
By working exclusively with "observables" in section 3 we have given up gauge transformations. This makes it di cult to establish that the "observables" and the vacuum really are gauge invariant, although this is formally true. To really establish the invariance it would be nice to combine the observable construction of section 3 with the eld construction of section 2.
The most straightforward way to combine the two approaches would be to show that vacuum expectation values of arbitrary products of Weyl operators W and loop operators Y have a limit as s ! 1. Then a reconstruction theorem would give a structure in which our two theories could be embedded.
It is not particularly easy to obtain this limit. The separate proofs we have given for the W's and the Y 's are not very compatible. Since we have plenty of boundedness one might hope that a convergent subsequence could be found. But even this requires a little uniformity in s which is hard to nd.
Perhaps one should not be too optimistic. For a discussion of related di culties in the abelian case see 10], 4].
